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Last Thursday night the Student
Council members began Investigation into the administration's policy
on room inspections.
The decision came after class
representatives reported that they
had received numerous complaints
concerning the inspections and
questioned the legality of searching
rooms while the occupants are absent.
The Council was informed that
the administration had the legal
right to search unoccupied rooms
because the students attending
Eastern are bound to obey regulations set up by the school and state
for state-supported schools.
One member pointed out that
Federal Law has precedence over
state law and that the Constitution
of the United States contains a
clause regarding the legal right of
search. (The clause says that "the
right of the people to be secured—
against unreasonable searches and
seizures shall not be violated, and
no warrant shall Issue but upon
probably cause,
supported by
oath.")
Plans for possible future action
were set up, but the discussion was
tabled pending later developments.

Canterbury Club
Accepts Poetry
The Canterbury Club has announced that poems, short stories,
and other writings are now being
accepted for publication in this
years Belles Lettres. The deadline la March. 1963.
Any student interested in submitting prose or poetry to the cluh
may4do so my contacting Dr. Bv
'"•" n, ■ crab snonsor- -lUKrar
Wolfe, club president, Or Joyce
McKechnie, club secretary.
Prizes will be awarded for the
best prose selection and the best
poetry selection in the publication.

40th Anniversary Year

Student Publication of Eastern Kentucky State College, Richmond, Kentucky

SC Questions

FRANCES McPHERSON

Eastern Musician
Featured In First
Concert Monday
The Eastern Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Robert Oppett.
will present its first free Concert
next Monday in Brock Auditorium
at 8 p.m.
Guest artist for this concert is
Frances Marie McPhersoo, member of Eastern's music faculty.
Miss McPherson will play Gershwin's Concerto In F for piano and
orchestra.
MISB McPherson, an active teacher, performer, and composer,
had performed frequently in the
area and has had several works
performed by various college
groups. Recently she created music for the Richmond Centenntel
Celebration In early October.
She has been a member of the
Eastern music staff since 1944.
Also to be heard on the program
Mil be: Slnfonia from the Eastern
Oratorio. "Kommtellet and Loufet" by Bach. Solo trumpeters will
bV /a^ Hau narvy Hoidsworth
-5&iJ?& NoMft
H°1Sswor<?;
Othas /selections are "Symphony
No. 8 hi F., op. 93" by Beethoven,
and "Arioso for String Orcnestra"
by Louis Mennlni.

Britisher Visits Eastern;
Likes Educational Set- Up
By DON COFFEY
Progress Staff Writer
Mr. Peter Mennell, Her Britannic Majesty's Consul-General, visited
the Eastern campus Monday. He was in Richmond to speak to the
Daughters ol the American Revolution, Boonesborough Chapter, last
Monday evening and expressed a desire to visit Eastern.
Mr. Mennell is British
Brinsn Consul
(jonsui••
■
—r—~
General at Cleveland and Field ^«h people £» *et wto *jfi
Representative of the British Am- difficulties As field representative
bassador. He was in Moscow from of the British Ambassador he is1951 to 1953 observing education sues passports and visas and proln Russia and is now Interested in motes trade between the United
observing American education. He States and Great Britain.
has been here a year.
He noted that the number of
U. S. colleges and universities is
"remarkable", as is the rate at
which they are building and expadIng. He also feels that studentfaculty relations are very good
'here, as contrasted to the more
The Billy May band and the talformal relationship between stu- ents of singing star Frankie Lesdents and teachers in Europe. ter will be featured at the annual
Queried about American education
in general, he replied that it is Anniversary Dance Tuesday.
Celebrating the third anniversary
"perfectly splendid."
Speaking of his observations In of President Robert R. Martin as
Russia, Mr. Mennell remarked the sixth president of Eastern, the,
that prior to 1945 Russia had no dance will be held in the cafeteria
educational program to speak of. of the Keen Johnson Student Union
However, although having had to Building from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Stustart from scratch, they now have dents and faculty will be admitted
a program that probably Is out- free. '
building that of the United States.
Billy May has been showing off
The Russians are limited,by dog- forward-looking musical talents
ma, however. Students cannot have since the 30's. But in the early
a really broad education; they 1950's, his band became an overmust build their education vertical- night hit. His fresh and humorous
ly—that Is, strictly
within their approach to popular musical apown field. Hev noted that students pealed to the public, particularly
in different fields are even pro- the discriminating college crowd.
hibited from eating together in
Lester was a featured vocalist
some instances.
with the Ted Lewis and Hal McHe feels that the American ed- Intyre Bands, before he turned to
ucational system is very similar recordings and became a top
to that in England, although the R.C.A. solist.
preponderance of instruction is
His singing stvle and voice fitted
public In thlB country while It Is
private In England. This is chang- with the Billy May Band and therby
capped the wonderful Billy May
ing now because they can't afford
to educate enough people privately. instrumental with an equal! fine
Students In Cambridge and Oxford voice. Both possessed modern styare now state-supported. The Bri- les which blended with the best of
tish are opening new universities, traditional ingredients as potent a
but they are very much behind in combination as ever came across
their program. He noted that be- the musical horizon.
fore one can even get to a university tn England he must have
a very high scholarship attainment.
.
One Impression he received of
Eastern was that it is much bigger
than other schools he has visited.
He called it a •'delightful campus"
and remarked about the unity and
architectural attractiveness with
Major Caroline E. Van Mason.
which new modem buildings have Army
Medical 8ervice Personnel
been fitted among the older build- Procurement
Division, spoke to a
ings on campus.
of junior Home Economics
Mr. Mennell's home is London. class
England. His mother came from majors Thursday afternoon.
She discussed the opportunities
St. Louis. Missouri. His job is as a
councilor looking after the ln- available for dietitians in the U.S.
Army
Medical Specialist Corps.
terests of British subjects and

Anniversary Dance
Set For Tuesday

By BEN CARTINHOL'R
Progress Managing Editor
Two fire calls to the campus
Monday night resulted in approximately 1100 damage to one room in
Sullivan Hall and a false alarm In
Keith.
Sull'.vxn Hall was completely
evacuated shortly . after 11 p.m.
when a small blaze broke out in
oom 306.
A towel and a pair of hose lying
on the radiator was the apparent
aiuse. According to assistant Fire
^hief Homer Pearson, the two,articles became over-heated, causing
a flame which ignited the curtains
hanging from the window.
The window casement, wall, and
floor were burned and scorched.
The final estimate of the damage
will not be known until the college's insurance adjuster arrives
and finishes his estimate.
Shortly after the fire was extinguished in Sullivan and the
fire department had returned to
the station another call from
some other part of the campus
brought the trucks to Keith. It
was reported that a trash can was
fire. However, after the investigation was made, it was found
to be a false alarm. One fireman
reported that when the call was
received at 12:30 a.m. he suspected
It to be false.
Shortly after the Solllvan Hall
fire was reported on WEKY between 8 and 7 hundred men students had congregated in the immediate vicinity of Sullivan Hall.
New Poacy Adopted
According to Dean of Students
Henry Martin, a new policy has
been adopted in relation to reporting fires on campus. In the
future if a fire is to breakout
break out in
future"
.m u ^ dornrttori.sr conHrma,
..-_
Z, the
,v,„ fire
«<„. will
...ill be
ho needed
rwHwl
tlon of
from the head resident before the
tire dpartment will come to the
campus. The fire department, says
Dean Martin, has the phone numbers of all head residents- on
campus and will Immediately call
back to confirm the report.

Raider Unit
Begins Training
Expanding U. 8. Army efforts in
counter-insurgency combating behind lines attack field Is being
augmented by Eastern's CounterGuerrilla Raider Company. A volunteer unit working in conjunction
with the Eastern ROTC Department, Involves ail elements of
the Army, not just the Special
Forces. ROTC programs of instruction are being revised so as to
familiarise the student with counter-insurgency.
For two weeks
Eastern's
Counter-Guerrilla Raider Company
is shaping up with rigorous physical tests. One of these Is a two
mile speed march carrying sling
arms, and port arms at double
time march.
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National Education Week Prompts
Interdepartmental Ticket At Eastern
Assembly Is Dedicated To
Departmental Speakers
By SANDRA MURPHY
Progress Staff Writer
Skits and talks performed by students about their respective
departments centered around the theme, "Education Accepts the
Challenge of Change," formed the basis for an assmbly program
Wednesday commemorating National Education Week.
Sponsored by the education department, Mr. T. L. Arterberry end
Mrs. Mamie W. Scott acted as announcers for the skites.
"It is easier to stay well than
to get well," said Jeanette Whalln,
emphasizing the Importance of
good health stressed in the Home
Economics Department. She continued to say that modern means
used by the department of keeping
up with our busy life was to learn
short cuts for preparing meals
and obtain basic clothes that can
be dressed up or down to suit
the occasion.
William Sexton of the Industrial
Arts Department depicted the
More then 600 Future Teachers advance of his department by
of America were on campus Mon- quoting the history of it. Among:
day and were told of the new pro- other achievements m e n 11 oned
grams being developed by colleges were the increase of faculty memfor the selection of candidates for bers from one part-time Instructor
to seven, the value of the departthe teacher education program.
Dr. William J. Moore. Dean of ment from a few hundred dollars
the Eastern faculty, delivered the to 1100,000, and the -xpanded curkeynote artdi ess on "Admissions to riculum to Include courses such as
the Teacher Education Program In electronics and creative craft.
Colleges and Universities."
Records, fllrastripa, tape reThis was one of five area meet- corders, pictures, and cooperaings held by the F.T.A. group. tion between pupil, teacher, and
Others have been held at Owena- librarian were cited as progressive
boro and Murray.
taken by the llbrsry. Jesn
Miss Nancy Burgess, Or«enfl»iirg strides
Silk and some Model Laboratory
High School, president of the Ken- students depicted a seene from the
tucky Chapter of Future Teachers, stern Ubaries of the past contraspresided over the day long meet- ted with those of friendliness of
ing.
present.
Among the things considered in theBelieving
doing Is better than
the selection of students for the telling,
the Music Department
teacher education programs were:
presented
Jerry
Smith singing
(II above average intelligence;
Hand, One Heart" from the
(2) minimum level of proficiency "One
In general culture, speech, and West Side Story by Leonard
basic skills; (3) good physical and Bernstein.
Get To Brass Tacks
emotional health; (4) ability to
"We decided to get to brass
work with young people and to
guide learning; (5) ability to be- tacks about this business of teachcome broadly educated, and (6) in c science," said Arlone Calico
evidence that the student would quoting words from the Chairman
get satisfaction in being a teacher. of the Biology Department, Dr.
Miss Jennie Lou Tallent. Win- H. H. LaFuze. She further exchester, president of the Campus plsined that Eastern's Science
Student NEA, welcomed the group, Department has made efforts to
and members of the campus chap- add depths to their programs by
ter served as hosts to the high encouraging research by faculty
school students.
members and students.
Members of the SNEA participaIllustrations of past teaching
ted in a panel discussion on "Ad- methods
and present methods were
vice and Expectations." The panel
included Miss Tallent; Janet Fish, presented by Mrs. Murry Smith
Carolyn Haag, Ethel Shields, and and Nancy Hammons with whom
Vicki Merrit. Also participating on she is student teaching. Mrs. Smith
the program was John L. Vlckers, with the aid of some of her pupils
director of college-community re- enacted a scene from the days of
the hickory stick; Misr Hammons
lations.
gave a view of today's modern
elementary schools.
Ronnie Wolfe, representing the
Due to the Thanksgiving holi- English department, discussed the
days, there will be no Progress many ways In which the English
next week. The next Issue of the Department is meeting the chalProgress will be on November 30. lenge of change. Among the means
The staff will use next week for he cited were encouraging- work
preparation for the Christmas is- on publications, organizing speech
sue, and staff pictures for the and debate tournaments, and new
Milestone will be taken on Mon(Continued on Page Star)
day at 4:15 p.m.

Future Teachers
Are Told Of

AMERICAN EDUCATION 'WEEK OBSERVED AT EKSC . . . "Education accepts the challange of
change" was the theme of the weekly assembly program," observing American Education Week. The
program was under the direction of the local Saudent National 'Education Association. Pictured are the
sponsors and officers of the.chapter. Left to right: T. L. Arterberry, Richmond, sponsor; Edith Shields,
secretary. Louisville; Mrs. Mamie Scott, Irvine, sponsor; Jennie Lou Tallant, Winchester, president,
and Erwin Wheeler, Cmcbinatl, Ohio, 2nd vice president.

The Hebrews Started It -

Thanksgiving Wasn't Always
Turkeys* Cranberries And Pie
Oranges, yellows. golds ntvl
browns; nippy cold days, bulky
sweaters and brightly colored
skirts: horns of plenty over flov<ing; tables heaped with turkey*,
hams, vebgetables, breads, and1
pies of minced meat and pumpkin;
a small country church bursting
with hyms of praise — nil these
things are brought to mind at this
time of year—the Thanksgiving
season.
More than any other holiday,
this day is American—not so much
In origin, as in celebration. Many
people do not realize that Thanksgiving did not originate with the
American pilgrims. The Old Testament books of Judges, Deuteronomy, Nehemiah, and Leviticus give
accounts of times of thanksgiving.
In Judges one can read of the
Canaanites; "And they went out
Into the field, and gathered their
vineyards, and trode the grapes
and held festival, and went into
the house of their god, and did eat
and drink."
"Keep a Feast"
There were similar celebrations
later among the Hebrews, known
as The Feast of the Tabernacles,
at
which
time
the
people
were unsettled and without homes.
From Leviticus comes this command: "When ye have gathered In
the fruit of the land, ye shall keep
a feast unto the Lord—and ye shall

rejoice before the Lord your God
seven days."
Closely akin to the Jewish celebrations was the Greek Thesmophoria. Centered around Demeter,
the foundress of agriculture and
the goddess of harvests, this commemoration was held during Nov-

ember, In Athens. Poppies, ears
ol corn, a basket of fruit and a
»ll P'g were symbolic of the
occasion.
On October 4, the Romans showod thanks to Ceres by a fasting of
the common people arid by offerlUwctMM «i Vmf Wxi

sm

"Crucible" Critic Says,*
It Could Happen Today
By JUDY WOODS
Progress Clubs Editor
Although the Little Theatre's recent production of Arthur Miller's
play "The Crucible" deals with the
Puritan purge of witchcraft in old
Salem, this reviewer received the
impression that this could be any
drama of today where people ilsten to false rumors and then let
theselves go along with the mob
to right the "wrong."
Harvey Yeary was quite convincing as the husband of a woman
accused ol
witcncraii and
ana Sherry
onerry
of witchcraft
McDanicl moved the audience to
sympathy with her portrayal of the
mlsaccused wife.

In the play, two servant girls
diliberately caused the women's
arrest. Away from the Salem setting, Loretta Estrldge and Elizabeth Craft, who played the servant
girls, might easily be two longnosed busybodles of our time.
Other actors, who helped make
moments like the exciting trial
scene more effective, were Winston
Roberts, as a Judge; Bill Peyton
and Jack Stephenson, as two Puritan clergymen; and Norma Preston, as a servant girl.
All uum
other i*»
cast ....=...~w=
members »..and -.
dimi
rector Joe M. Johnson are also to
be complimented on a job well
done.

1962 Ohio Valley Conference Co - Champs

New Program

Progress Holiday

Rockefeller Grant To Eastern
Aids New Graduate Program

Army Major

Talks To Class
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Thanksgiving

IBM EASTERN MAROONS . . , This is the Eastern football team halfback: Doug Hamilton tackle; Ken Moore tackle; Bernle FieThey are, from left, front row: Paul Eads. fullback; Herbie Conley.
fullback, Glenn Riedel, guird. Elvin Brinegar, quarterback; Ed
Spenik. end: Frank Guertin, tackle. Ken Goodhew. guard; Richard
Kelly, fullback, and Gene Van Hoose, quarterback; second row:
manager; Bill Goedde. halfback; Tom Sharp, guard; Willard Davis,
center: Dave Grim, guard: Ron Mendell, end; Jimmy Chittum,
halfback; Dick Wallace, center; James Keller, tackle; third row:
Doug Copenhaver, tackle; Art Bradford, center; Cmrl Howard,

Stapleton halfback; Jack Schulte. end; Larry Marmle. quarterback;
Dave Nelf. end; Wendell Wheeler, end; Richard Carr, end; Fred
Malms.
halfback;
back row: Coy
Pigman,
manager:
Larry Ramer. manager; Danny Presnell. head manager: Jim CulIlvan line coach; Dan MacDonald. graduate assistant; Glenn Presnell head coach; Norm Deeb. assistant line coach; Don Daly, backfield coach; Frank Hamilton, graduate assistant; and Leroy Mul11ns, trainer.

Women over 35 years of age who
have bachelor degrees and who
have not recently been in a graduate program or on a college
faculty have an opportunity to apply for a giant to Eastern.
Dr. Aughtum Howard, associate
professor of mathematics and
chairman of the awards program
at Eastern, said that the American
Association of University Women
Is searching an 11-state area that
Includes Kentucky for such women.
Purpose of this program, sponsored by a $229,000 grant from the
Rockefeller Fund, is to increase
the resources of qualified personnel
for higher education. The program
is geared for those graduates who
are presently neither studying in
an institution of higher education
nor serving on a college or university faculty.
The AAUW Educational Foundation seeks able, mature women
college graduates who are Interested in a career in teaching, research or administration in colleges or universities and who need
assistance with the necessary graduate work.
Program supported by Rockefeller Grant
The project is a three-year de-

monstration program, supported!
by the Rockfeller grant and enlisting the cooperation of graduate
schools or regionally accredited
colleges and universities in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana. Mississippi, North Carolina, Sotuh Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas and Virginia.
Students may take courses In
two areas at Eastern. Dr. Clyde
Orr, associate dean for graduate
studies, said (1) elementary education, and (2) guidance and
counseling.
Applications are to be made to
the Coordinator, College Faculty
Program,
AAUW
Educational
Foundation, 2401 Virginia Avenue,
N. W.. Washington 7, D. C. before
January 15, IMS.
Awards will be announced on or
before March 15, 1983. and notification by candidates of acceptance
must be received by April IB.
Each student accepted under the
program will be awarded tuition
and fees for one academic year of
full-time study at the graduate
8choool at Eastern, plus a grantln-ald to be determined on the
basis of demonstrated need but
not to exceed |800 for one academic year.

rtrrp ■■

Modern Crises Give Americans New Reasons For Thanksgiving
'To be an American is in itself almost
a moral condition, an education, and a
career." American* ba*<e a moral obligation to themselves and their heritage; living in America is an education —
whereby each citizen not only prepares
for his or her life's role, but also learns to
under himself and all those he assQfiifttej. with; and it is a career, for a
pern-time American is no American.
Thanksgiving Day is pressing, and perhaps it has never been more significant or
appropriate than now. When our forefathers first conceived the idea it was much
more than a day of leisure, visiting friends
and relatives, and gluttony of food and
drink. It was a time of simple thanksgiving
for the bourrtiful blessing that God had so
graciously bestowed upon them. They had
landed in a new world and the reality of a
new freedom from political and religious
suppression was finally realized. They had
made friends with new and strange peoples; their harvest had yielded an abundance; and now the dream of a new and

rich life could finally begin.
From that Thanksgiving until, today
America and Americans have carved a nation out of a wilderness andj- spaaed to> a
place of world le<*dership which defies
even the 19th century's fondest imagination. America has vteadib/ progressed
through numerous wars—both internal' and
external-depressions, and. pjiycjiolagjcal
conflicts which wrought mental frustration
and physical fatigue to a struggling and"
idealistic populace.1 Yet, these people we
call Americans have steadily increased in
stature and wisdom.
Now, in less than sixty days, Americans
have gone through two ordeals that could
have provoked the moral, legal, and
physical destruction of this young Republic
that was founded 173 years ago, launching
a new experiment in government never before tried in the annals of history. Although
the American Constitution has been labeled "a bunch of compromises" between extreme groups of opposing ideas, and
admittedly it was, it is the oldest living

40th

OGzess
"^tlo^

YEAR

nation conceived.' in liberty . . . and, a government of the people, for the people, and
by the people," and answered to the people. This is perhaps, our greatest attribute
and that which will sustain this nation for
countless generations to come.
Secondly, President John F. Kennedy
guided the United States to the brink of
thermonuclear war to oppose the threat of
international Comunism to all the Americas. When "Chairman" Khrushchev agreed
to remove his missile bases from Cuba
and the hands of his unshaven lackey,
America again emerged victorious on trie
diplomatic battlefield. But whatever the
margin of victory, we cannot become com-
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MARY ANN NELSON
news editor

Judy Woods, club* editor
Doug Anglin, editorial cartoonist

STEVE McMILLIN. business manager
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Results: Pride And Disappointment
Judging from the results of two fire
calls to the campus Monday night, Eastern should be both proud and disappointed at the actions of the student
body.
The head residents and student staff
of Sullivan Hall should be highly commended for their quick and mature
handling of a situation that, if it had
gotten out of hand, could have resulted
in the death or injury of numerous women. Any time a fire should break out in
one of the dormitories, expecially the
older ones, it could be disastrous for the
material used in them is much nrrpre conducive to fire and the spread of it as
contrasted to the concrete block construction of the newer ones.
The Richmond Fire Department, city
police, campus police, and the members
of Eastern's staff should also be commended for their quick and decisive action in the face of possible crisis.
The way in which the male student
body responded to the fire call was
something of which to be proud, howaver, what resulted after the congregation around Sullivan is something we
could have done without.
Many, of the students crowded in
too closely to Sullivan, screaming and
shouting at the Firemen in the process
of Exti tinquishing the flames, and certainly, the girls in Burnam didn't help
any by their encouragement. There are
always a few ring leaders who want recognition from their peers and will resort to almost any tactics to gain" it.
These shouts ranged from profanity,
jeering the fire department, to shouts
of "Let's go into the girls dormitory!.
' We dare you" or "Come on in," came
the Reply from the girls.
The false alarm to Keith was completely uncalled for! It not only aroused
the campus again but could have resulted in the injury of some firemen or
students. Turning in a false alarm is also
illegal and carries a stiff fine and—or a
short term in jail. Whenever an emergency vehicle makes a run they not only
endanger their own lives but all those
with which they come in contact. When

a/iy would-be agreseor- no matter-what the
personal sacrifice may be.
This Thanksgiving; should,' mean as much
to us or even more than it did to our founding fathers because American ideals and
principles emerged from- a dark shadow of
uncertainty into light of new hope for internal exceptance and international understanding. Now we should pause and thank
Gad for- hi* many bleating* tnat ha- baa so.
generously bestowed' upon us and our
country, for oun opportunity of an education, for our basic freedoms tha> our forefathers so unselfishly, left us, for our personal success and even failures-, because
sometimes, in defeat we find ourself anew,
and for the priviledge qf living, in a time
whan America needs leaders of character,
wisdom, stature, and faith in God-to insure
continued: peace and prosperity. .
A faw weeks ago, the Progress carried
a story on President Kennedy's Peace Corp
and their motto, quatad, from. EcWa/d
Everett Hale is perhaps, f it+ing a* this time;
"I am only one, but still I'am one. I cannot
do everything, but I can do something."

Progress Editor's Post

a 10-ton fire truck is going 40 or 50. miles
an hour it cannot stop quickly, and- if it
should strike a pedestrian or another
vehicle certainly there would be serious
injury. If this had occurred and it is possible, whoever turned in the alarm would
have been responsible.
Those who responded to the fire call
with the sincere desire to help if they
were needed should be commended. But
those curiosity Kers who ended up
"raising hell' should remember that such
action can lead to difficult consquances.

Dear Bditort

Army Education Rises
The men of the modern U. S.
Army have achieved the highest level of
education since the Army began 187
years ago. The way in which Army
manpower has kept pace with the resultant complexity is best illustrated by
the achievenment of higher levels of
education. In 1952, for for example, 34.I % of army enlisted men were high
school graduates, but by 1962 this total
had inoreased to 50.2%. These figures
compare very favorably to the national
level of 26.3%.
During the same period the level of
college graduates among Army officers
rose from 45.8 percent, which was far
above the national average of 4.5 perLast week, the first lady of the world,
cent. Almost twenty per cent of all Mrs-. Eleanor Roosevelt, died in New York
Army officers have completed gra- after an extended illness. Around the
duate study.
world, leaders and laymen mourned her
These statistics, reflect a variety of passing. Her death climaxed one of the
causes, the primary ones being the in- mos+ colorful lives of any United States
creased attractiveness of an Army care- dignitary.
er to higher caliber personnel and the
Some have described her as the
efforts of both enlisted men and officers "greatest women in American history."
to improve themselves. During 1962 more Others have rejected such a sta*rament\
than 12,000 personnel studied on their but all have agreed that she has left a
own time to complete high school cred- significant mark on her fellow man.
its. At the same time over 27,000 man
Eleanor Roosevelt, wife of former
studied at the collaga level. Their efforts President, Franklin D. Roosevelt, ocresulted in the award of 547 bachelor's cupied the White House for nearly
degrees and 232 graduate degrees dur- twelve years with her famous husband.
ing the year.
After his deatft and' her departure from
One of the objectives of Eastern's h)ta Presidential mansion, she continued
ROTC is to raise these standard*. -—DM. to work actively for the
Democratic

Death Calls

■

A Leading, Lady Earms Tribute
Party and for world peace.
At- the Democratic National1 Convention in I960, the delegates showed
their worm admiration for her whan, they
gave her an extended standing ovation.
She supported Adlei Stevenson their,
and even in her. last- illness, she asked
for the company of the United Nations
representative,
Mrs. Roosevelt has been laid to- rest
in Hyde Park beside her husband. She

I have read with interest your
recent, series on ConservatismLiberalism. Several points need, to
be made in regards to this subject, A conservative is usually defined as one itisfiassd to maintaining existing Institutions or >U\B»V».
He IS one Who preserves,
protects and keeps safe, Thus, be
is one. who favors keeping our republican government, our capita,
list economic system, and our orthodox Christian religion. He does
not favor autocratic government,
socialism, nor modernistic theology.
He la one opposed, to the scheme
to abolish private property and- replace it with the fuzzy concept
that property is yours only if you
use it for, the betterment of mankind, This liberal viewpoint- aays
you have no right to own property
unless you use It correctly (as determined by a government agan,
cy). It also advocates taking away
from you, your right, to. leave your
property to your children, as Is
seen by- confiscatory Inheritance
and estate taxes. The conservative
says you have an inherent right/ to.
do with your property as you
choose, so king as it is not detrimental to society.
Conservative* ana not: in. the
minority in this country, as can be
seen by the control of Congress by
conservative Republican* and Democrats. This- la frustrating to the
starry-eyed liberal, -but reflects the
essentially conservative nature of
the majority of Americans.
Conservatives, are Pessimists?
The conservative has been labeled as a pessimist who does not

favor turning, the management of
the world, oven to man. This could
not be farther from the. truth. The
conservative favors turning, all of
the management of the world over
to the INDIVIDUAL man. Thla, is
opposed to the liberal who favors
submerging man. to the great godWent. The .conservative does
resist change. Ba dqes. op,
pose' the encroachment of his liberties by government planning
Planning he favors, but on an individual or firm basis, not handed.
down by the great white father.
The government should plan in its
own field only.
Progress should not be attached
to liberalism. It is well known that
liberalism of the past Is now called
conservatism. The pseudo-liberalism of today is a far cry from the
classic meaning of the word, sh-ogiaasive changes, grounded in the
good things of the past, are fostered by conservatives. It is the
liberal who suggests "throwing the
baby out with the wash," therebyrejeoting the oldi just because it is
old. The liberal often advocates
change for the *nl« of change.
This Is Radicalism. Conservatives
favon ohanga—if it Is for the betterment of the individual in particular and mankind in general.
Thus the conservative favors you
—the. individual. He feels you ana
the boat penson, to make decisions.
TVie liberal favors governmental;

nJapnina of, your life — the Bis
Brother approach.
It is only. 22 years until IBM.
Fred A> Sagla, Jr.
Aast. Profi of Commerce
A\ Proarasai ve-Consenvative
(To add- a new oat ago ry tot
the discussion.)

EASTERN PROGRESS
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has no doubt capitalized on hen opRepresented for national advertising by.
portunity to serve the world in alii capacNational Advertising. Service, Inc.
ities. Her contributions could fill volumes,
Published weekly throughout the school year, Vtqaj* *a> env
and *ka respect which, she commands SfltfOStJpa pariode «ext. holidays, by tho authority of the Board <*
Student PuWipattpns at zJsatem Kentucky State College, end> under
knows no zenith. Art appropriate epiroeh
I
Wtoor DtaMtor
might read, "Eleanor Roosevelt* —. the
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The Editors Choice.

Kentucky's Graveyard Qf Monsters Is Scientific Success
Preliminary excavations by the archeologists who
see starting a five year "dig" at Big Lick in Boone
County, Kentucky are causing great excitement in
scientific circles. For six weeks during July and August, using implements ranging from the bulldozer to
tits hand trowel, the eager scientists probed and drilled,
scraped, dug and sampled in nature's unique trap that
has caught and preserved animals fof thousands of
yesra in Northern Kentucky.
Irresistibly attracted by the salt in the mineral
springs, great bards of animals began viaitlng the area
far, bank in the ice age. A quagmire of tremendous
dSBih was formed by the springs. Occasionally an
uuraal would venture too far or be pushed out from
t^iR, footing to sink to its death in the quicksand.
Primitive man, discovering the region's tremendous
sction for animals of all sorts and sizes, gathered
to prey upon the extraordinary concentration of
■ft. W* vUlisrss and burial sites have been unItd nearby. Ages later almost every Indian tribe
a south of the Great Lakes made regular visits to

j

Dear Editor,
We wish to compliment you on, your editorial: last weak, entitled
"Who's in Who's Who." We fully agree with your, views and would
like to add some of our own.
We> feel that the persona chosen are very deserving, of academic
recognition, but no more than a fourth of these- people, have, participated in much, more than a dance at Eastern. We are- indeed' sorry,
that the Student Welfare. Committee feels that grade standings- are
fradically the sole prerequisite fon recognition as a college' leader,
ntelleetual prowess Is only one of many, "building blocks" for personal accomplishment* Perhaps, if the forgotten, leaders would' stop
attending athletic contests and club meetings, let someone else organize pep rallies and dances, and give up their duties on school
publications and committees, they too could attain recognition in
Who's Who by raising their point standing.
We will not say that these students are not competent leaders,
but we do maintain that the majority of these people, am not displaying leadership qualities seen. '•» others here at Eastern.
Sincerely,
John E>. VeUcr
Arnd Rehfuss
Don Scnamr.
4. TV Beniaton
Cecil It. Barger
John Bjridwin
Hugh M. Crombie
Pat Byrne
Charles B. MeCorna*
Sharon ¥""*'"
Alan J. Host
Janet Wilson
John C. Thomas
Arlerie Calico
Ann*. Vean
Sally, Jo Meadors
Doug AngMn
bobby Leigh

Doug Whltlock, sports editor
Dan McDonald, military editor

RONNIE WOLFE, editor
BEN CARTINHOUR
managing editor

was a nation of laws and; not of man; "A

placent and say, that all. is. wall, for if we.
do we may finds that when our gua/d isj]
down the agpessor m^ make his, grea>est
adManc.es to> our gravejt't djsadHajptaga,
Dor our generation this was the first"
real look at a crisis, and now perhaps we
can reap* felly, naa/tze our* r.sjasyvisibility to
ourselves, our nation, and our God. Although many persons shun responsibility,
and- devotion to the causes that confront
them they art pressing. And yet, we are
now in the process of preparing ourselves,
to be Americans ire the strictest sense of
trie term. For it is only through education
and the benefits we derive from if that
will carry us and in turn our nation through
the difficult- times and crises that are almost inevitable before man can live in
peace and harmony. America, was given
her place as the leader of the free world
and unless we are to destroy all' that our
forefathers built, loved, and died for, we
must except this leadership and be responsible for seeing, that the American democratic principles arm protected1 against

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS...

■OTTOrtrAL STAFF:

€&steR

document of law. existing in the world, today, to which the masses have entrusted
their lives, liberty, and to which they, have
devoted almost divine faith.
The- latter part of September we foundourselves at a, cross road- in a small southera, town in Mississippi. Here once again,
and' thankfully, America decided that she

the region. It was an unending source of meat as well
as salt and of waters considered high in medicinal
value.
French Explorer la Hirst
The first known white man to view what la now
Big Bone Lick State Park was the French explorer,
Captain Longueil, guided there by friendly Indiana in
1729. Huge bones littered the site, some naif buried in
the ooze, remains of the awesome mastodon, mammoth, three-toed sloth and other mammals of various
size. The place became world famous as scientists came
to understand the nature of the salt-baited quicksand
trap that had been sealing the doom of all kinds of
animals and storing them In Its tomb ever since the
far-off days when mighty glaciers were gouging their
records in the earth-scarred archives of time.
Is the late 170Q's visitors were using mastodon ribs
for tent poles and. making seats of the mighty vertebrae. They took away teeth weighing 10 pounds each
and tusks 11 feet long.
Thomas Jefferson, then an offlcial of the American

Philosophical Society, had the moat complete collection
ever made at that time from this treasure house of
fossils. It was a grievous loss to science when an Ignorant servant had them all ground up for fertilizer. Later,
Jefferson set aside a room In the White House where
other Big Bone Lick specimens ware on display while
he was President,
llonea Bound Before
In 1840 It was estimated that the bones of 100 mammoths had been removed from. Big Bone, besides enormous three-toed sloths, 20 Arctic elephants and countless mammals of smaller size. Bones from Big Bone
Lick, now repose in museums all over the world.
The present expedition represents by far the most
comprehensive effort ever expended on the site. A
grant of 122,500 oy the venerable American Philosophical Society to the University of Nebraska State Museum
mads the dig possible. Over a five-year period many
Sentitle specialists — geologists, paleontologists, anopologists and archeologists, for astample — will coordinate their efforts with experts from various

\
_^_

musuems, the U. S. Geological Survey, the University
of Kentucky and Kentucky's OensySwmnt of Parks in
this project. Although man have been collecting, and.
digging at Big Bone for almost 2M years, this will be
the most important, the realty deflnitlwe exploration of
the fossil storehouse.
During August 19S2, a specimen of: Bison Antiques
was removed from the level 24- feat below- the surface.
It predated by several centuries, a bison that was foundat the 10-foot level, Obviously tits Big Bone Lick, raspoaitory is A vertical timetable of extinct animal life,
older/specimens being now completely encased In what
has become solid blue day- TJta third ana lowest level
the scientists hope to explore during 1M2| will' stop, at
about Sg feet below the surface. Bhtwgsdinary scientific
treasures ara expected from this wonderful' jaufsy
back into time.
Muaeurn 1» Oarae
Perhapa of mo*» immediate mtansst to, tho ansjsMgperson %ce the plans beta* workp* out to, sasge las
site attractive to people ether than scientists. Ken-

tucky's Department of Parka owns approximately age
aores In the area. A, musuem will be built to house the
bones, fossils and other relics and. artifacts that may
be unearthed in the delving. Some of the banes will, be.
shopped, oil. ti>. museums for comparison with other
speciraeaa, ma tailing of cnaracteraitica and positive
identification etc. Then they, will be returned 5). KentUfisw fooJrtzsBjanent bousing. A. picnic area with a
shelter, atffloang and rest rooms has been completed and,
is now open at the park.
A fine health resort flourished. hsM I* the aariy.
loss's with fssainnshss people torn near** Cincinnati
and other oUiaa flocking to tessna, to drssh eiHaSaJfe*
in the sulphwsns mineral waters. The hotel hag, long
since vanished but to* spring baa base located, and, rapiped- and the- water, *ell ba emUatfS- to visston, Ka»
tucksv Bsoss people an* osnazdertng. aswerel ways of
reaJUt* the peace. attosptiMa to, towrists. It is oapsoted
tt»t t»» MM will: sitSSBigreaV MM*** SS«h
of the nearby Cincinnati metropolitan area.
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KATIE'S BABY SHOP
USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN
—
—

PH. ©23-4540

SH

GAY GIBSON JUNIORS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS!

GENE"S STYLE
SHOP
, ..
. .
N. SECOND STREET
I" . . ~J1

R IMPRI^
CHRISTMAS CARD
u

A
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FRANKFORT, Nov.—To speed,
preparation of fallout protection for
every Kentuckian, Gov. Bert
Combs catted a special meeting;
here Nov. 9 of mayors and county
judges to discuss civil defense.
State Adjutant Gen. Arthur T.
Lloyd, civil defense administrator,
conducted the meeting:. Although
Combs aaid he does not believe the
international crisis la any more
alarming than a few days ago, he
stated, "Our object is to have Kentucky in the best possible state of
read Bless for any emergency."
Combs called the meeting after
receiving a telegram from New
£ork Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller
Hawing a briefing at Washington
Of Che Governors Conference Ceitiatittee on Civil Defense. The com• it tee was briefed by President
Kennedy and high defense and intelligence officials.
The discussion in the Rouse at
Representatives chamber at 1
'(.m. concerned family and public
fallout shelters, making and stock-,
bag of public shelters. Federal aid
lor shelter construction, storage In
•tragic areas Of food supplies, and.
ase of the National Guard for civil
defense purposes.

Preplr like ye*
at your best in «

IIY

Wesley CK* flee* Italia*
Last Saturday ntoflt, November
9, the members of Wesley enjoyed
a party at the home of Mrs. Morris
Swofford. The party Wee hold In
celebration of the winning of Wesley's float in the Homecoming
Parade, several visitors attended
the party.
There will be a Plata Party at
the Methodist Church Friday, November i«. Boys are to bo invited by
the girls. Everyone should moot Hi
front of Burnam Hall at 7:0t e.m.
A hew Bible discussion mooting
has aeon organised. Each woes a
series of chapters are studied aM
discussed at the meeting. Reverend
Poore, pastor Of the Mattwdlat

L^tS* ?%MU .ST2

every Thursday aromas a> asp ss
Room 201 of the SttMMM Uhia*
Building. He guides the group lb
its study of the Bible.
Those who saw the film Monday
evening of the life of Martin Luther at the invitation of the Can.
terbury Epislopal enjoyed It very
much.
For the rest of the school year,
the regular meeting of the Wesley
Foundation will bo In the Blue
Room of the Student Union Building at 5 each Monday evening.

Wik 4fou* *am*

w

florftoutr

,;

OUR PRICE FOR
LIMITED \
TIME ONIT

*| 99

For those who love yea
mosl-a portrait that
eipretsM you at your
best—a color portrait I
And now, new processes
soon the COM of
ktMriM fall color
aortrett* kiwi Corn to,
1st as it— yen mm she)
efsnecetorportnututs
Of phone new for

JA REGULAR $3.75 VALUR!

ORDER YOIIIIS NO*.-.
OUR SUPPLY rrETMfTED
AT

STANIFERS
STUDIO

(gwQ

OwJ-fUHd
Shoe Star*
PHONI 423-1930

WALGREEN AGENCY DRUG STORE
2ND & MAIN
RICHMOND. KY.

—

PENNEY'S

MJBNC Caaduota TOnlc
Mrs. Sarah Rouse, Lexington,
conducted a flute clinic Tuesday
night at Eastern.
Sponsored by the Mtoic' Bducatora NaUennl beoerU, the arisen
tatton was' held in the Stephen
Collins Foster Music Building.
A member of the Central Kentucky Philharmonic Orchestra,
Mrs. Fouse dealt with problems involved in teaching beginner flutists and stressed basic fundamentals for flute playing.
Mrs. rouse, a part-time Beaten*

c

Maid Of Cotton

MeCreary Canary Meets
The MeCreary County Club will
meet on Monday. November it, at
• p.m. In Rosrk 115 All members
are urged to attend.
FWIT Broadeasta
Forty-one members of the Baptist Student Union Will be in Lexington this week-end to attend the
annual statewide Bet) Convention
at Calvary Baptist Church.
Keynote speaker will be Bill
Lawson, BSD director at Texas
riern University In Houston.
Kenneth Chafin, professor of
evangelism at Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, will lead
the convention in a Bible study at
the beginning of each session.
The Saturday night session will
be highlighted by a message by
Dr. Robert A. Hlngeon, professor
of anesthesia at Western Reserve
University in Cleveland, Ohio. Eastern's B3U Choir, under the direction of Danny Hanson, will sing at
this session. Their gelectidns will
include "Sing Unto the Lord" and
"Balm in Gilead."
The annual International Retreat, sponsored by the KentuckyTennessee BSU's and usually held
at Thanksgiving, has been rescheduled for February 9-10, 1963,
at Kentucky Dam, Gilbcrtsvllle.
A report Oh the state convention
will highlight Vespers at the Baptist Student Center on Monday at
6:30 p.m., and a special Thanksflvlng program Is scheduled for
uesday evening. All students are
invited to attend these Vespef programs.
Kapei PI Omveaes
Kappa Pi, the national honorary
art fraternity, will hold its next
meeting Monday, November 19, in
the conference room of the Cammack Building.

King Cotton is about to observe
a silver anniversary.
On December 28, ho'Il choose his
JRth Maid of Cotton—a young girl
who will travel In this country and
abroad as his personal fashion and
good will emissary.
As part of her special 28th anniversary wardrobe, the Maid will
nave an exciting collection of nine
designs selected from
the 1888 spring and summer showings of high faBhion designers In
Paris, Italy, Germany, the United
Kingdom, and Spain. The European dresses will bo in addition to
a fabulous all-cotton wardrobe
created for the Maid by more than
40 leading designers In the United
States. She'll wear her outfits on
a So,000-mllo Journey for the cotton
industry across the nation. Into
Canada, and Europe. At the end of
her travels, the Maid Will retain
her wardrobe and receive a new
automobile from the Memphis District Ford dealers.
Meanwhile, applications are now
being received for the Maid of
Cotton selection. Entry forms may
be obtained from the National Cotton Council. 1918 North Parkway,
Memphis. Tenn.. and must be returned no later than December 1.
Any girl is eligible to enter who
was born In a cotton-producing
state, is between 19 and 25 years
of age and at least five feet five
and one-half inches tall, and has
never married. Twenty finalists
will be Invited to Memphis, December 27-28 for the judging.
The selection is sponsored annually by the Council, the Memphis
Cotton Carnival Association, and
Cotton Exchanges of New York,
Memphis, and New Orleans.

PURKEY'S
FOOD
MARKET
OPEN DAILY TIL

10 P.M.

Keepsake
9

1

ENDAF
Walnut Hall

BAXTER

$235.00

AfcetlOO 8.750
[ Wadding llnfl
420.00

r

McCord
Jewelry

BURD'S DRUG STORE
Welcomes E.K.S.C. Studenfs!

FACIAL
TISSUE

DIAL 423-4244

Madison National Bank
Richmond, Ky.
Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

17

00

1

200 TO BOX!
SPECIAL!

lie
CLIO

Gift Wrap

300 COUNT

PERMANENT WAVES — reg, $20.00 .. NOW $ 10.00

SSS FLUJER
Special 69c

12.50
• • • • *'-25

CANARY BEAUTY SALON
*"• •23-S737

Tuef., Wed., Fri.. Sat.—8 - 5.
,

/super-trim fit ™
around the waist.
assured I

8.98 to 12.98

ELDER

Richmond's Fami

Thur$. 8 - 9.

TUSSEY
COLOR SHAMPOO
$2.50 Value!

$1.50
FOUNTAIN SPECIAL!
NOV. 16 & 17, ONLY!

McKesson Rosemary

Hand and Body
LOTION
Ft*
Pint

1.00

PLUS 50 EXTRA
KING HORN STAMPS

CARYL RICHARD

HAMBURGER & COKE

"JUST WONDERFUL"

19c

Hair Spray
Super Special!

15c

PERMANENT WAVES — reg. $10.00 .. . NOW $7.50

Ovar Begley Drag

«S LACKS

OF DELUXE

•1.99

SHAMPOO AND SET

Be£t-£eu

ANY FLAVOR SUNDAI

November 16 to December I

S WEEK COLOR RINSE

SLACK NEWS!

12 RIG ROLLS
CHRISTMAS WRAP

Holiday Specials!

Natural habitat . . . wherever
smooth good looks go ... on
campus, «♦ tha office, out shopping! Rich vinyl Ponif-suade wipes
claan with a damp cloth! Warmly
insulated with acrylic pile. Rust,
carnal, loden. 5 to 13.

UMmiMMnHiimiifiiiiiiuiiiMimimHiiimiHiiiiii

SEE THURSDAYS RICHMOND DAILY REGISTER FOR OTHER SPECIALS!

Fraa Delivery
7 A. M. to 8 P. M.

THE %
PENN-SUEDE:

MARY RUTH McWHORTER
144 East Main Etreet
Richmond, Kentucky
PHONE 623-4528

134 W. Main Ph. 423-2232

PRESCRIPTIONS
FOUNTAIN - LUNCHEONETTE

fashion versatility . . .

MERLE NORMAN
COSMETIC STUDIO

... and you'll agree this is
SUCK NOB etftt • fsenl nsj

MONDAY, NOVBMBBH It
Women's Recreation Aesoolatton
Little Gym
4:08 p.m.
Wesley Foundation
Cafeteria and Little Theater
0:00 p.m.
EntSDOpal Canterbury Club Gasateria and Room 301
8:30 p.m.
MeCreary County Club
_!•»••» »*. jl?»*" *$!•
1:00 p.m.
Messiah Chorus fcsnearsal Choir Room, renter snog.
7:00 p.m.
College Symphony Orehestra
Brook Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
TUfsBDAY, NOVEMBER JO —
' —
U:40 p.m.
Mutant Devotions
LUtle Thoatsr
JuMar
Clans
Offloors
Room
JOi
S.U.B.
8:00 p.m.
Drum and Sandal
Little Oym
8:08 p.m.
nonemics Che. Room is, rHspatrteh BU>.
8:88 p.m.
ate Poetaslo
Committee Room, Case Halt
8:08 p.m.
CoUegtats
Cafeteria
Anniversary Dance
8:08 p.m.

Your free demonstration
awaits you. The invaluable
personal attention so important to
determine your own kind of beauty is
given without obligation by a specially
trained Merle Norman Demonstrator.
You experience the delight of the Mira-col Beauty Treatment and try on the
make-up ... all before you buy.
Consult your . . .

that wflt fit yon perfectly
• Wfct TnxHwtton: adoeeecfi sIsevttcoMnd
beck. Add fj*> obvious'
of taHorlrs* the wide.
Of MPta ■Menis-W

■*--

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1* —
4:oo p.m.
Voice Recital • Mali Mary Lewis
Music Department

PH. 423-1200

Still Underway

faculty member, holds degrees
from the UMveralty of Michigan
and the University of Kentucky.
She has been extremely sticiiiaaaful
in teaching pupils in elementary
and high schools in Lexington.

AMPU:

"We Care For Your Hair"
DAVIS BEAUTY SALON
ACROSS FROM SPECK'S

Dab. Bettor

trot WOODS

Martin Luther Visits Eastern
Canterbury Episcopal and the
Wesley Foundation were sopnsorn
of a feature length film. "Martin
Luther" at • Monday, November
11. In Ream 111.
The movie was open to any student who wished to attend.

'..»

i

Casing The
Clubs

Are Discussed

For All Ages thru 14 — Jr. Miss and Mothers-To-Be.

t

Search For A

Fallout Shelters

SPECIAL X-MAS SELECTIONS

EASTERN PROGRESS

Q-TIP
COTTON BALLS
Rag. 39c

♦1.19
6 TRANSISTOR

RADIO
C«mph»t« With
Leather Case,

Earphone * Battery.
RfiQULARLy 816.96

SUPER VALUEI

15c

SALE
PRICE

12.95

Collins Drug Store
H

•J\
4
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Maroons Wind Up Good Year
With Strong East Carolina Pirates

Doug's Sports Beat
with Doug Whitlock
Progress Sports Editor

Conley9s Blocking And
Running Draw Praise

In Our Book Maroons Are Champs

rushing title this season, and is a sure-fire repeat
A hard running, fine blocking
on the All-loop team.
sophomore fullback from Ashland,
The Lexington, Va. speedster has netted 444
Herbie Conley was named the outyards in the six circuit games played by Eastern,
standing player in the Eastern loss
an average of over 70 yards per contest.-The
to Morehead.
amazing thing about this total is that Jimmy has
His running and blocking ability
(allied the ball only 74 times in conference play
make him an outstanding prospect
for a line 6.0 yard per carry average. His closest
at Eastern. A knee injury, received
competition has only 295 yards.
early in the season prevented
He finally showed the local fans a good exhis having a great year In 1962.
ample of his break-away power through the line
Herbie has been a regular perwith his 72 yard scamper against Morehead, hut
former in the last two Maroon
tilts and his offensive blocking,
away from home he topped this with an 85 yard
and crucial yardage has been a
touchdown scoot against Middle and a 27 yard
great asset.
scoring jaunt in the same game.
Even though he has played in
He began his climb to stardom last season with
only
about half of the games this
an 86 yard punt return against Murray, and conyear,
he Is the fifth leading rusher
tinued to rip off long gainers all season.
OFF AND RUNNING . . . Halfback Jimmy Chittum avoids the
on the squad. The 190 pounder has
Jimmy leads the Maroons in five statistical denetted 101 yards in 33 carries for
last close call, in the form of two unidentified Eagles, as he scoots
partments, rushing, pass receiving, punt returns,
a 3.2 yard per carry mean.
kick off returns, and scoring—in the latter departthrough the Morehead line on the way to his electrifying 72 yard
In other statistical categories he
ment he has tied his all-time Eastern record of 7
has punted once for 31 yards and
touchdown janurtt Saturday. Others in the picture are Eastern's Bill
touchdowns in one season, with one more game In
on his single kickoff return of the
which to break it.
Goedde, 42, Morehead's Jack Smith, 81, James Osbourne, 74, and
year ripped off 22 yards.
Conley is fast becoming one of
He's expected to lead lh£_ycting in this year's
Ernest DeCourley, 75. The run was Chittum's second longest run of
the key men in the Maroons' fine
all-loop picking, and-Jocal fahs wouldn't be too surthe year, an 85 yarder against Middle Tennessee besting it.
stable of running backs, and la a
prised to see his name listed among the All-Ameridefensive standout as well.
cans again this year.
BASKETBALL SEASON FAST UPON US
Enhanced by the fine football season Eastern
has had this season, it appears noone has noticed
how close it is until the basketball season opens.
This nearness can be evidenced by the fact that
only one more issue of the Progress will be printed
before the Eastern netters open their season.
lities. Phillip Stoffey and Charles man freestyler, Is from CharlotBy ARND REHFUSS
We can expect a fine year on the hardwood this
Nordstrom also are freshmen and t-isville, Va., and Edward LeSport* Staff Wrlty
season with a good flock of returning lettermen.
After lagging behind for the past should be top swimmers for Eas- Grande, from Douglassvllle, Pa.,
and some valuable transfers that should help a
four years, the Eastern EelsXswIm- tern. Phil is a freestyler, and is a freshman diver.
lot.
ming team promises to be an im- Chuck is an Individual medalist
Kentucky Representatives
proved outfit this year, thanks to and butterflyer.
Kentucky can be proud of Its
an extensive rebuilding program
Cincinnati claims three other out- swimmers also. This year's team
started by Coach Don Combsand of-state swimnlers. John Vetter has has seven returning lettermen, six
the influx of many out-of staters. shown his capabilities In the pas' of these are from Kentucky.
Several of the swimmers Have three years.) John", a senior, was
Daniel Morris, a sophomore from
come to Eastern from the CnjAago a top long-distance freestyler last Frankfort, was the 1962 Kentucky
Diving Champion. His only defeat
area. Ron Rogowski h/a goecrev- year.
Tom Baechle and Phillip San- came at the feet of his brother
ample. Ron, a sophomore from
Cicero, a suburb of Chicago, was zone, both freshmen, have looked at Vanderbllt. James Mitchell Is
one of the six best butterflyers and good so far in this season's prac- a Junior freestyler from Frankfort.
individualists in the state last tice. Tom is a breaststroker who is Jim won honors last year as a
year.
setting the pace for others. Phil freestyle sprinter and distance exThree others have come to the will be helping in the freestyle pert.
Frankfort seems to have proAfter nursing an early 12 point ling in nine plays. Chittum then aid of Eastern's team this year events.
There are two others from out- duced the bulk of this year's swimlead on two Jimmy Chittum scored his first touchdown of the from Chicago. Gerald Olson, a
on a sweep around right freestyler, has outstanding possibi- of-state. Norman Bishop, a fresh- ming team, for two other returntouchdowns Eastern couldn't stop game
end, eluding a host of Morehead
a determined Morehead passing at- tacklers
en route.
tack and fell 20-12 into a threeChittum lost little time in addway for the conference crown, and
ing another score. Morehead's Selost the "Hawg Rifle".
series of plays ended with "a
'Middle Tennessee drooped by (he cond
Brown punt that came to the
same score to East Tennessee to Mike
give Eastern, Morehead. and the Eastern 28 yard line.
The
All-American
halfback
Bucs all 4-2 records and the divided crown. There la a possibility brought the crowd to Its feet with
of four title holders, providing Mid- a burst off right tackle, 72 yards
dle Tennesse can recover and down the field to pay dirt. The
beat Tennessee Tech on Turkey score was Chittum's seventh
touchdown of Ihe year, tying his
Day.
The Maroons look charge early all-time Eastern scoring record.
after recovering a Howard Murphy Both times the point aflcr touchfumble on the Morehead 32 yat ,1 down tailed.
At the start of the second quarling. With the entire starting barkfield getting into the act the pig- ter Morrnoad got two big breaks
skin was Idled to the three yai I that immediately put them back
in the ball game. Bill Goeddc, one
_
of the Maroon stalling halfbacks
and key man on pass defense, was
injured and sat out the resl of the
game, and after marching from
the Morehead 20 to their own 35
the Maroons lost the ball when a
fourth down, pass was jarred from
the receiver's hands on the three
yard line.
EASTERN'S EELS — Coach Don Combs' Eastern swimming team which opens its Ohio Valley ConMorehead, having halted the Ma- ference championship defense Dec. 8, with Morehead. is hoping to have one of the best swimming years
roons' vaunted offense, was a new
ball team. The Eagles moved the in Maroon history In the upcoming '61-62 season. Membeis of the team are, from left; front row: Danny
ball to the 47 yard line, where on Morris, Gene Petit, Church Nordstrom, Tom Baechle, and Jerry Slager; second row: Combs, John VetRICHMOND, KY.
first down, freshman quarterback ter, Jaklc Blackburn, Edward LeGrande, William Currane, Rogowski, third row: David Crutcher,
Mike Gottfried fired a 53 yai\l Jim Mitchell, Phillip 8anzone, Jerry Olson, and Norman Bishop: back row: George Proctor, mgr; Amd
touchdown pass to Murphy. Tally Rehfuss, Phil Stoffey, Dick Sullivan, and Richard Dejzel.
Johnson's kick was good and Eastern 'ed by only 12-7.
Morehead struck again in the
second period on a 27 yard aerial
from Gottfried to end Jack Smith.
This time Johnson's kick was
blocked, and Morehead held a onePHONE 623-3486
point, 13-12 lead at the half.
Main & Second
The Eagles added their insurance
DAILY BUS SERVICE TO:
score in the third period after
COMPLETE TUX
driving from their own 32 yard McKEE, MANCHESTER. HYDEN, HARLAN. IRVINE.
line. Russell Campbell called the
RENTALS
clincher from the three yard line,
and Johnson's kick split the up- BEATTYVILLE. BOONESVILLE. AND JACKSON. KY.
In Stock . No Waiting!
rights making the score 20-12.
Call us for Charter Bus Service for your group,
A last quarter Eastern drive, in
an attempt to tie the game, died
Formal Wear for All
anywhere at any rime.
on the Morehead 22, when Richard
Formal Occasions.
Pare recovered a Maroon tumble
The offensive star of the game
was Chittum, who picked up 111
yards in 15 carries, his second
best output of the year, to virtually
cinch the OVC rushing crown. He
leads his nearest competition. Tommy Glover of Murray, 444 yards to
295.

It's hard to do an about face after hoping for
sole possession of the Ohio Valley ConferemCrown and then be_Rtisfied with a three, ar...
maybe a four-way "iByfor"»first.
Even though the Maroon* did lose the garni'
to Morehead they still will Be recognized as COholders of the championship with the Eagles, East
Tennessee and possibly Middle Tennessee.
There Is no doubt "in this writer's mind, af ;r
seeing the Maroons in every game this year, that
they are the best team in the loop. Bad breaks, injuries and the famed Eastern jinx was almost overcome by this year's squad, and the possibility of a
7-2 record is a very welcome sight after finishing
below .500 every year since 195S.
The students are disappointed, but their bad
feelings are nothing in comparison to the way the
coaching staff and football team feels.
We were/picked to finish a mediocre fourth this
season, surprised everyone and tied for first. This
means that there isn't a better team than ours
in the conference, and three that "we wouldn't
change places with."
Regardless of the fact that Eastern didn't win it
all, the Maroons are still a champion and should
be welcomed as such on the campus.
The East Caroina crew that our grkjders meet
Nov. 24. is a potent outfit, running a tricky singlewing attack. A win over the Pirates would make
the Maroons 7-2 on the season, only the second
such slate in the history of Eastern, and bettered
by only three records since 1922, making one of
the six best seasons in Maroon football.
We have a good team this year, and can look
forward to an even better one next year.
CHITTUM HAS OVC RUSHING TITLE
VIRTUALLY SEWN UP
Jimmy Chittum, an honorable men'icn AilAmerican last season and an All-OVC first team
halfback, has sewn up the Ohio Valley Conference

Makes Three-Way Tie For Crown

BALES PLACE
GOOD FOOD
E. MAIN ST.
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BLACK BROTHERS LINES

CITY TAXI
Veterans Cab

HERBIE CONLEY
Player of the Week

Eels Have Potential For A Fine Year

Morehead Regains Hawg Rifle;

BILL GOEDDE

Kentucky Cab

623-1400
24 Hr. Service

Madison Laundry & Cleaners

COLONEL DRIVE IN

SANITONE DRY CLEANING

HOME OF

Having ported their first winning
season since 1956, and clinched a
■hare of the Ohio Valley Conference football crown, the Eastern
Kentucky Maroons of Coach Glenn
Presnell put the finishing touches
on their 1982 schedule when they
meet strong East Carolina In Greenville, N. C. Nov. 34.
The Maroons stand 6-2 on the
season, and 4-2 In OVC play, good
enough for a three-way tie for the
crown with Morehead and East
Tennessee. There Is a possibility,
that Middle Tennessee may join
the trio Thanksgiving Day should,
the Raiders defeat Tennessee Tech.
Presnell was dejected by hi* '
team's loss to Morehead that ooeti
the Maroons sole possession of the
crown. "I cant remember taking
» loss so badly before," he said,
"I really felt like our boya deserved to be the champs."
He said It la not generally his
practice to make excuses after a
loss, but in this case he felt there
were, a few things that had a direct
bearing on the outcome of the
game.
"When Bill Goedde, a starting,
halfback, was Injured In the first
quarter and couldn't come back
Into the game, our offense was
hampered, and our pass defense'
was weakened even more," he
said. "Two other boys didn't play
at all that hurt us," he said. Wlllard Davis, starting center, and
leading defensive linebacker was
sick and couldn't play, and cocaptain Tom Sharp, starting guard,
and top offensive bolcker, was Injured In the Tech game.
Presnell cited several mistakes
that could have made the difference in the outcome of the -game.
"The worst of these mistakes," he
remarked," was when three of our
boys had a chance to tall on a free
ball on the Morehead 16 yard line
and failed to do so."
The Eastern mentor was pleased with the performance of AllAmerican candidate Jimmy Chittum's performance. The speedy
halfback scored both Maroon
touchdowns in the tilt, ripped of
111 yards nllS carries and played
a fine defensive game. He was
also elated with the snowing of
sophomore fullback Herbie Conley, Ashland. He said the 196 pounder turned in one of the best
blocking games of the year, and
ran hard.
In preparation for East Carolina
Presnell says the Maroons will be
working against stepping a potent
single-wing attack devised by
Clarence Stasavlrh, which helped
him post ft 120-S6-7 record while
head coach at Lenlor Rhyne and
made him "Small College Coach
of the Year" a few seasons ago.
, The Maroons Will work as. usual,
through -tuet* os»«» -*»««•> with a
few*rall game scrimmages against
a reserve team slngle-wlng, to
keep them from going stale.
Getting up for the game should
be no problem said Presnell, remarking that a possible 7-2 final
record should be all the incentive
the aMroons need.
The Eastern traveling party will
leave Richmond on Thanksgiving
Day for Greenville.

lng lettermen are from the state
capital. Jackie Blackburn, a sophomore, was a freestyler last year,
but this season he hopes to convert
his capabilities Into backstroke.
Richard Sullivan, also a junior,
swims freestyle.
The only other returning letterman from Kentucky Is Arnd Rehfusa, a senior from Oovington.
Arnd swims breaststroke, butterfly, and the individual medley.
The freshmen from Kentucky
are showing that they have great
possibilities. Gene petit, a freshman from Lexington, has good potential as one of the state's better
freestylers.
Richard Detzel, from Ft. Wright,
Is a freestyle sprinter. Also from
northern Kentucky is David Crutcher, a diver from Walton.
Four other freshmen, three freestylers and one diver, round out
the 1962-63 swimming squad; Dudley Rodman from Frankfort; William Currans from Harrodsburg;
and Myron Cleveland from.. Lpulavllle, all freestylers, and Johnny
Warren, a diver from Valley Station.
Coach Don Combs is looking
forward to a fine year. He said.
"With the ability and . potential
that has been shown so far In this
season's practice, there is no reason why we can't be a championship team."

Table Tennis, Bridge Tourneys;
Alley Rats Lead Bowling
By CONNIE MOORE
WRA Reporter
Judy Short, Intramural Director of Eastern's WRA, today anjiounced Nov. 26, as the starting date of an action-packed table
tennis tourney to be held in the Case Hall Recreation Room.
Over 40 table tennis enthusiasts are expected to enter this year's
competition for the Harvard Table Tennis Gold Medals, which are
are awarded to the winners of the women's singles.
The local tournament Is part of a nation-widf program to locate
and reward outstanding table tennis players. Similar tournaments in
other sections of the country nave turned the spotlight of national
recognition on tournament' winners, many of whom have goe on to
win further laurels.
In addition to receiving pold medals, local winners will have
their names permanently recorded in Harvard's Book of Table Tennis
Champions and will receive Inscribed gold medals.
Notices will be posted on the main bulletin boards in the
girl's dorms for anyone intested in playing. A meeting will be held
Nov. 26 in the Case Rec. Room at 7:30 p.m. Pairing of for the
various games will be arranged and the first round of the tourney
will be played after the meeting.
The participants will arrange a time to play off the match with
their opponents and are asked to record the winner on a chart
which will be posted by the tables.
ALLEY RATS HOLD FIRST PLACE IN BOWLING
The Alley Rats are still In first place In the Women's Bowling
League with a 15-5 record. The Moonshiners have moved back into
second with a 14-6 and the Thoroughbreds are in third with a 13-7 slate,
with a 13-7 slate.
The Moonshiners hold the high team series with 1188 total pins
and are followed by the Dynamos with 1171. and the B-C girls with
1166.
Mary Jones leads in the high Individual three game standing with
482 pins, and Jamie Todd is second with 450. Cheryl Keeney holda
third spot with her 449.
The high total for three games is held by the Dynamos with 448,
and the Moonshiners and B-C Girls trail with 444 and 403 respectively.
Jamie Todd scoied the high individual game with a fine 196,
and she Is followed closely by a 190 posted by Mary Jones. Leslie
Shaw's 180 was good for third spot.
ATTENTON BRIDGE. PLAYERS
For the women in Case Hall who like to play bridge, there Is
a Bridge Tournament planned. For details contact Prudie Puckett
in room 432, Case Hall.
There will be on or more rounds each week, to be played in
free time. Games will be played In the Rec. Room and must be finished by 11 p.m.
Play begins Nov. 26. Sign up now with Prudie Puckett and prepare for a swell time.

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

CALL 623 - 3500

(COL SANDERS RECIPE)
NORTH AMERICA'S
HOSPITALITY DISH

PICK UP AND DELIVERY

RICHMOND
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Across From Greyhound Bus Station

"School and Office Supplies"
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SAMPLE SHOE GENTER
WOMMONW iA*6«T SHOE STOW
feattormg

NAME BRAND SHOES
30%. 60% SAVINGS!
Mon. -Fri.— 8:30 to 5:30

Sot.— t:30to 1:30
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$5 <HFT CERTIFICATE
ffR WEEK
Will bt given away each week by Jett & Hall. This
""*'*********• l»ok *©r fho hidden 1.0. NumM«'f SS.HS* ^i*-"* Waa f«» «A Cart in to
JETT A HAil'S and get your gift certificate.
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Busy BillBlount Heads
OAKS Men's Honorary

Friday. Vnvomher 16, 1962

Ky's Education

Front Wheel
Alignment

f

Lexington to Richmond. month**,

TURN IN EMPTY PACKS AT
PROGRESS OFFICE
Friday, Nov. 16th. 9-12 A.M.

'■BJdllCaa stockpiling program
as become an 8.8 bUllon-dollai
November Reader's Dl,. WMore" than" 48'minion
tons of some 100 commodities are
heaped into the mountainous program. Loaded into 70-ton freightcar hoppers, the materials would
make « train that stretches from
New York to San Francisco.
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■llijl III llll I
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Richmond to Lexington, evening.
Phone Miss Rovonel. 623-5737

Will shore expenses.

SPECIAL!
SWEET SHOP
BREAKFAST
2 Strips Bacon, I Egg,
EVERY DAY '
Toast, Jelly, Coffee

39c

EVERY
WED. — FRI.— SAT.
'/2 -Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fries & Slaw

79c

CANFIELD MOTORS
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OLDSMOBILE
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All Makes Serviced
Across From Kro&ers
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Phone 623-4010
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Tire Balancing
Geo. H. West
Garage
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RIDE WANTED!

Funds Lead All

Kentucky leads the nation In percentage Increase of state tax funds
By JOY OK AHAM
allotted
to public higher education
she considers all she and her husProgress staff Writer
Gov. Bert Combs said.
band are doing -•■Whew'"
He said that in the past two fis**» -No V«t Beeves
Eastern's junior and senior mens'
*ill thoughtfully declares that he cal years the state's appropriation
honorary, the OAKS, ti a n as
■MM pet peeves and that he likes has increased from about $19."
its president William
Hudson
•II kinds of people. His wife, how- million to nearly J29.6 million, a
Blount. a very busy younf man. A
ever, thinks diffeiently-"He hates gain of about 50 per cent.
senior who will be twenty-one this
Combs said the figures came
my chewing gum and hard-headed
month, Bill has maintained a 2.88
jeaple." she says. "I have wonder- from a national study by the Unistanding while studying math and!
I
versity
of Michigan.
ed how we ever got together."
chemistry.
States coming closest to KenNext year Bill will do graduate
A standing; of 2.0 as well as<
Work, preferably in the South or tucky's gains, Hawaii and Rhode
membership in one other club, beMidwest, though they have not de- Island, each showed an increase
ing an active student, and approval!
cided where just yet. Be has de of 46 per cent.
of the faculty were necessary fac"Naturally, we're pleased with
fled to become a statistician and
tors in gaining membership to the
"Wfc on methods by which sta these statistics." Combs stated. "It
OAKS organization. OAKS is til
Is
significant that these increases
Miles can be gathered and com
charge of Men's Honor Day and
have been made possible almost
nl8n
1*2^
''"
•"■
"
«8
«*ool
he
aids through other services to the
j will settle his family in some small entirely by the sales tax."
school such as helping during reSince 1960. when the sales tax
'^SSL"101*" he knows not where went into effect, Kentucky's angistration.
Time rarely permits Bill to resd
This year Bill, a member of the
nual
allotment to public higher edWfrjus own pleasure, but when it
Math Club, was choosen as Who's
■"•»* he reads book* concerning in- ucation has leaped from about su.o
Who from that department. He is
Jjmnrtional affairs, such as "The million to the present $29.6 milalso a member of A.U.S.A.
lion—an increase of nearly 100 per
&_ American." When 'he first cent.
Georgia Tech dame First
Of the Cuban conflict his
Bill's first semester in college
"After scores of years of being
its were that he Is a senior
was spent at Georgia Tech. At that
Member and that he would grounded," the governor said,
time he was planning on going into
"Kentucky is finally getting the
After studying At Qecwfia Tech. h**e to "go "
engineering; however, after one «*M*1 www
thrust needed to get Its educational
found -o^accwfi
Easterns» nwnw-m-!
suutsrrt-toa
atwut'i
"-"^" VWIWNIBU,
concerned, he
lie was
was not
noi
semester at Georgia Tech he re- oner relationship to be mac* ctoft-t] sorTy to see the situation finally program into orbit."
turned to his home. Richmond, and ill'
The total nationwide allotment by
U.>
«sla>a>
f
>fir,A
**.
l».ll
■
1
i
11
isi
'I
iaflttlaP
fa"!
Q
tiuurl
U..
«,.!•.
sh.'i
—._».*
n
n>
ar. He was forced
to admit,
©oWr* to a head. He felt that per
the states for the fiscal year 1982enrolled at Eastern Though he had that the more southern of —c
41
Was
necessary
In
order
to
lived around Eastern's campus all schools had the moat school sptrtt
an> what he tanned '■Ape- 63 is about $1.8 billion. This is apof his life he saw it differently
A year ago Bill made Judy SalAmericans '' Bill wss not proximately S355 million greater
when he returned to become a lee, a Richmond girl «md His chilir. worried that he would he than the 1960-81 total and represtudent.
hood sweetheart, ohanfe trsr Same
M Into active duty because he sents a gain of about 24.5 per cent
I to Judy Blount. Judy is an alsmeanot think war would develop over the two year period, the study
tary education major dud the Bla- »e*i the incident. He was well shows.
ther of two-month-old WflHam glossed with the manner in which
Clifford Blount. Both Judy . and the affaii was handled and added
Bill are carrying fifteen hours and ihsR he believes people will now
Bill is wortetng for a local grocery #»Ve more support to such organifrom 2S-30 hours a week.
sations as Civil Defense.
When asked how they felt about
Mns Eastern's Moving
bemg married and going to school
Bill is glad to see Eastern on the
alt the same time, both Joqttied that move but he cannot help but wish
And
it had not been hardjfSrOjem be- that some building would go into
cause they had had the help of classrooms instead of dormitories.
relatives here In Richmond. How- Be wonders what will happen when
ever, neither thought it would have all the dorms are full and there
"repairing a specialty"
been possible, or at least feasible are still the same amount of classto attempt matrimony and college rooms.
in the same breath, without such
Teachers- who are not sure of
help. Judy has one comment when Ojomselves have always bothered
Bill. He said that he is glad to be
North St.
U> the msth department because
there a teacher cannot conduct a
Phono
623.2998
Qlass from notes and text books.
Sports are Bill's source of relaxation when time permits. For
riclpation he chooses baseball,
recalls that once his younger
siiter. now a sophomore in high
school, thought his signature belonged among those On his very
highly treasured autographed base
bpll from the Philadelphia Phil
Has. He'll never forget that, and
GetontfccMANRWAGOr1...fi$r.hrffai! \
neither will she.
With a bright future tn sight and
ah adequate background behind
hftn, Bill will undoubtedly succeed
lit his field, and, in his success,
ho will be representing Eastern's
scholarship and citizenattbp.

GREENS
BARBER SHOP
6 Barbers
To Serve You.
We appreciate
your patronage.
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Wizard 6-Volt Chomp
Guaranteed 24 Months
if '40-54 Chev., Q AfL
'36-55 Plymouth &
others. Good lowExch.
cost service!
Gr. 1
12-V. Champ. SietMJ 12.46

Schilling's

Wizard 6-Volt Deluxe
Guaranteed 30 Months

STANDARD
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Wizard 12-V»lt Imperial
Guaranteed 48 Months
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PREWITT'S BARBER SHOP
IN THE NEW RICHMOND HOTEL

Specialize in Flat Tops

Open 8 A.M. ■ 5:30 P.M.—Men., Tues., Thursday
Cfcwjd Wod—Open 8 A.M. • 6 P.M. Fri. and Sot.
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Comfort, silence and
i luxury to challenge any
car from anywhere

lMl

tVizorrf—Cfc»«n Onr ISfiOO.OOQ Tim,,!

WESTERN AUTO

'

135 WEST IRVINE STREET
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
PHONE 623-1804

There's a lot underneath the beauty of the '63
Chevrolet. Ite roomy, comfortable Body by
Fisher screens out noise and shock. There's
instant response in a choice of 6- or 8-cylinder
engines, a host of refinements to make it run
and look like new longer, and plenty more
that make it hard to believe it's a low-priced
car. But your Chevrolet dealer can prove it!

CHEVROLBT
The make more people
depend on

r

imCketroe* ImpeU Sport Sedan than, He carefree JeUtmooOtneu with the new Bel A in and Biecaynm!

t

* 1

about "Go with On Gnats," a special record album of top artists and hits and see four entirely
different Minds of cars at four Chevrolet deaWs-'63 Chevrolet, Omyll, Corvair and Corvette
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JIMMY'S RESTAURANT
Home Cooked Food At
Reasonable Prices
Main St., across from Courthouse

DURBIN'S

Phillips 66 Service Station
Newest and Most Modern Service Station in
Madison County.
Mechanic On Duty

Phone 623-9982

LOCATED NEXT TO JERRYS ON U. S. NO. 25

STATE BANK AND
TRUST CO.
Richmond, Kentucky

"Figure On Banking With Us"
2 Convenient Locations — Main St. and Big Hill Ave.
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
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(Author of "I Wat a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Many
V^VW'
Lovtt of Dobie Gillii", tie.)

COMMITTEES:
AN AGONIZING RE-APPRAISAL
To those of you who Htay out of your student government
because you believe the committee system is just an excuse
for inaction, let me cite an example to prove that a committee,
properly led and directed, can be a great force for good.
Last week the Student Council met at the Duluth College
of Veterinary Medicine and Belles I el i rr- to discuss purchasing
• new doormat for the students union. It was, I assure you, a
desperate problem because Sherwin K. Sigafoos, janitor of the
students union, threatened flatly to quit unless a new doormat
was installed immediately. "I'm sick and tired of mopping that
dirty old floor," said Mr. Sigafoos, sobbing convulsively. (Mr.
Sigafoos, once a jolly outgoing sort, has been crying almost
steadily since the recent death of his |«t wart hog who had
been his constant companion for 22 years. Actually, Mr. Sigafoos
in much better off without the wart hog, who tusked him
viciously at least once a day, but a companionship of 22 years
is, I suppose, not lightly relinquished. The college tried to give
Mr. Sigafoos a new wart hog—a frisky little fellow with floppy
emrs and a waggly tail—but Mr. Sigafoos only turned his back
and cried the harder.)

tyat/tyri&f fei krtJri/MTfrk&fc
But I digress. The Student Council met, discussed the doormat for eight or ten hours, and then referred it to a committee.
There were some who scoffed then and said nothing would
ever be heard of the dooimat again, but they reckoned without
Invictus Millstone..
Invictus Millstone, chairman of the doormat committee,
was a man of action—lithe and lean and keen and, naturally, a
smoker of Marlboro Cigarettes. Why do I say "naturally"?
Because, dear friends, active men and women don't have lime
to brood and bumble about their cigarettes. They need to be
certain. They must have perfect confidence that each time they
light up they will get the same gratifying flavor, the same
Selectrate filter, the same soft soft-pack, the same flip top
flip-top box. In brief, dear friends, they need to be sure it's
Marlboro—for if ever a smoke was true and trusty, it's Marlboro.
Get some soon. Get matches too, because true and trusty
though Marlboroe are, your pleasure will be somewhat limited
unless you light them.
Well sir, Invictus Millstone chaired his doormat committee
with such vigor and dispatch that when the Student Council
met only one week later, he was able to rise and deliver the
following recommendations:
1. That the college build new schools of botany, hydraulic
engineering, tropical medicine, Indo-Germanic languages, and
■illinery.
2. That the college drop football, put a roof on the stadium,
and turn it into a low-cost housing project for married students.
3. That the college raise faculty salaries by SSOOO per yaw
•cross the board.
4. That the college secede from the United States.
5. That the question of a doormat for the students unioa
be referred to a subcommittee.
So let us hear no more defeatist talk about the committee
system. It eon be made to work I
• !•*>>

Tern don't need a committee to tell fou how good Marlboroe
mre. You just need goureelf, a Marlboro, end a eet of tatte
bode. Bug eome Marlboro* toon at four favorite tobacco

Counterguerilla Raider Co. Is
New This Year In ROTC Dept.
and Increase my leadership ability
overseas In case of a not war.'
By SANDY GOODLETT
Another cadet, Danny Wilson, In addition to physical fitness."
Profreas Staff Writer
when
rwnnired for the first time this
asked "How do you feel that
At the end of their first semester,
,argonEal?err?c?mpu?
year
on easterns campus 1.! a Counterguerrilla RaideT training training the cadet, will formtheir
Counterguerrilla Raiders Company will benefit you as a member of own company. They will be awardunder the direction of Capt. Robert the army?" answered. "I feel that I'd berets which will distinguish
Farrls. The response to the forma- It will build my self-confidence, Uiem from the rest of the corp.
tion of this group has been good,
and at the present time over thirty
men are now going through the
basic course instruction.
Throughout the military history
of the United States, there has
been much necessity for troops
qualified to do battle through guerrilla tactics. These men are necessary because it is they who gather
much valuable information, disrupt
enemy communication lines, and
seize many enemy installations.
This group on campus as well as
those throughout the nation have
been installed fdr two reasons.
First is that the training received
while In college will better qualify
the cadet when he becomes a regular Army officer. And secondly,
basic concepts for Its formation
is due to the situation throughout
the world. Capt. Farrls said that
this new aspect to ROTC Is due to
the cold war, and the brush wars
that have accompanied It. It la
also Important in making people
realise the situation the United
States is in as well as Its magnitude.
Members Volunteer
Membership In this program is
on a voluntary basis. It Is open to
any male student on Eastern's
campus who has reached the level
of second semester freshman, who
has achieved and maintained a 1.6
standing In ROTC and a 1.2 standing In his academic courses, who
can pass the physical requireCOUNTJERGUBRTULiAS ... Two members of the company complete
ments, who shows such qualities
field maneuvers In preparation for later actual behind-the-llnes
aa honesty, cooperation, initatlve,
combat.
unselfishness, aggressiveness, and
devotion to duty.
The training received here will,
in the basic course, be composed
of fifty-four and one half hours. In
this training the cadet will be
taught all phases of military tactics needed to qualify as a Coun(Continued from Page One)
terguerrilla Raider. This training
Ing the first cuttings of the harvest
will include hand-to-hand combat,
and a sow as sacrifices.
bayonet training, patrol formation,
England's Harvest Home can be
and military courtesy, as well as
traced back to the Saxons during
physical training IPTI films, and
the
time of Egbert. In Scotland it
other basic instruction.
Is known as Kern. Originally is
Training Includes Survival
was largely Just a church service
The physical training Includes
with feasting and games afterward.
speed marches, instruction in calSoon, however, it became simply a
isthenics, and maneuvers to Intime of merrymaking and God was
crease mental alertness. Included
left out completely. About this time
In the training will be survival
the Puritans were migrating to
hikes to improve the ability of the
Holland. During their ten year stay
cadet to live off the land, which is
there, they had seasons of thanks
the primary objective of the specto God for their many blessings.
ial forces unit in the Army.
Pilgrims Bring Thanksgiving
John Farrls, a guerrilla cadet,
Finally, with
the
pilgrims,
when asked what Importance he
Thanksgiving came to America.
would give to Counterguerrilla
The first Thanksgiving on record
Raider training while in college
here, however, is not that of Govsaid, "It will supply qualified men
ernor Bradford's people, but of an
RUBIN JOHN RIGGINS
to teach guerrilla tactics to the
English minister, by the name of
friendly personnel behind enemy
Wolfall. This record comes from
lines. This training can also be
the year 1378, in Newfoundland.
used In actuality both at home and
The most authentic Thanksgiving
Day celebration — the one often
considered as the day's originwas held on December 13. 1861. Of
the original 101 settlers of Bradford's group only 55 were living.
Rubin John Riggins, a sopho- Realizing, however, that they had
more representative of Company much to be thankful for after they
"D." Is this week's cadet, of the gathered the fruits of their labor
week.
a great feast was held. Some 90
John is from Cambridge, Mary- Massosoyt Indians were present,
land, and is majoring is health and and to add to the occasion four
physical education. He graduated men were sent out to bring back
from Cambridge Senior High in fowl for the meal, hence "Tom
1961 where he was president of the Turkey" has become a part of our
home room, on the track team and Thanksgiving.
co-captain of the football team.
Victories Bring Thanks
At Eastern he is a member of
During the years that followed
the Student Council, the Men's there were many days set aside
Dorm Council and the Counter- for giving thanks. They usually
Guerrilla Raider Company. John came with a victory over the Inplans to coach and teach after dians, a ship bringing people and
completion of his military obliga- supplies, or a bountiful harvest. In
tion John continued the Second 1684 tbe last week of August was
Battalion's "monopoly" of honor set aside for this purpose, at which
cadets.
time Massachusetts proclaimed it
This week's runner-up was Lar- a state holiday.
ry Wheeler of Company "B".
George Washington made It a
Selection for "Cadet of the national holiday in 1789 when he
Week" has become increasingly set the date for November 26. It
keen and each week the decision was not long, however, before the
is harder. These honored cadets states began choosing their own
are distinguished by black and dates. Finally in 1864 Lincoln prowhite ribbons—only the sharpest claimed that Thanksgiving be obcadets will be wearing them.
served on the last Thursday of
November.
And so, next week, students In
A lady's Gruen wrist watch colleges across the nation will be
has been loot between the Camreturning home to celebrate a
mack Building and Btimam holiday
that has been proclaimed
Hall. The watch Is yellow gold
by presidents, re-proclalmed by
with a linked band and a tear governors of each state, and obdrop face. Anyone finding a served by every grateful American
time piece answering to this de- citizen.
scription should contact Carol
At this time It would be entirely
Iaulbee In Sullivan Hall.
fitting and proper for each of thsse
grateful citizens to list, at least
mentally, the many blessings their
God has given them. Is He not
responsible for the opportunity of
an education given each American, for abilities of creating each
luxury, which Is In Itself a blessing, for so many talents—great or
small? In fact, can one say in all
Starts SATURDAY!
honesty and sincerity that the God
of mans making is not responsible
for every blessing, both material
and intangible, that he receives?

Thanksgiving Wasn't
Always Turkeys

John Riggins

Cadet Of Week

getting the big play!

No argument. In slacks
the leader is Post-Grads.
Taking it from the top,
they've got traditional
belt loops and on-seam
pockets (no tricky jazz).
Slim as a licorice stick,
they taper off at the bottoms with solid cuffs. Get
Post-Grads, the genuine
article—in • flock of colorful, washable fabrics;
at swingin' stores $4.95
to $12.95.

h.j.s

Post-Grad Slacks

National Education
Week Prompts
(Continued from Page One)
techniques such as visual aids.
Contrasting a secretary in 1900
with one of 1962, Betty Cox In the
Commerce Department showed the
advantages of the new SelectorTypewriter In production and efficiency.
The team of Miller and Martin
In the Education Department discussed the many avantages our
present day system of education
gives to the expression of the Individual. Among points given were
today's educational system provides "avenues of self expression
and motivation"
whereas old
fashioned systems were primarily
concerned with
manual aspects
and provided only limited crafts-,
man ship.
Foreign Language Uses
Tapes Words, And T. V.
Tapes, records, and television
are the Foreign Language Department's answer to the challenge
of change. Brenda Bailey with two
sixth grade students from the
Model Laboratory School presented a dialogue in French illustrating the importance of learning a
foreign language while children
have receptive minds,
has responded to the challenge of
change in changing: their program
by lowering the grade level of
introducing their courses in high
school. Raymond Scarton said that
algebra was being taken by students in the seventh and eighth
grades. John Baldwin displayed
another aid to the mathematician,
the Binary Ben. "Ben" is a miniature computer which uses the combination of 0 and 1 to do its
calculating.
"The social scientist seeks to
Obtain objectivity,", stated Gerald
Harris of the Social Science DeSartment. He discussed the strides
aken by this department in attaining understanding of the individual and the Impact of history
upon our lives.
Strengthening exercises, testing
programs, and growing enthusiasm
for sports were given as Improvements by Jean Silk of the Physical
Education Department. Live previews of many of its courses such
as golf, archery, basketball, modern dances were given on stage.

Book Receives

FRANKFORT, Nov.—"Remember the Raisin!," a book published
last year by the Kentucky Historical Society ' has been voted an
Award of Merit by the American
Association for State and Local
History, It was announced at the
Society's annual meeting in Frankfort.
G. Glenn Cllft, author of the
book and assistant director of the
Society, was presented a scroll and
certificate.
"Remember the Raisin!" is a
day-by-day account of Kentucky
troops in Michigan during the war
of 1812. During action between
Kentucky soldiers and the Britist
and Indians, all but SO of Kentucky's 1,000-man expeditionary
force were killed or captured. The
battle which wiped out the Kentucky contingent wa» fought at
Frenchtown (now Monroe), located on the River Raisin.
Twelve books were nominated for
the award by regional committees
in the U. S. and Canada, Clift said.
The award In this region was won
last year by Harriett* Simpson
Arnow's "8eedtime on the Cumberland," published by The Macmillan
Company, New York. The Award
of Merit gives national recognition to persons or organizations
who have made a significant contribution to the study or understanding of local history.

Sunlan Color Mosriciied Leather
"flip" flap with iocs
1UMHI IDM

COLLEGE
BOOK
STORE

PRESCRIPTIONS
J COSMETICS & TOILETRIES
J HALLMARK GREETING CARDS
J GIFTS
J SPORTING GOODS
7 HOBBIES
7 GAMES
7 RECORDS

HINKLE fci excui DRUGS
Ph u 62S-S218

KUNKEL'S Service Station
1210 WEST MAIN

Phone 623-4294

LANTER MOTOR COMPANY
218 WEST IRVINE ST.
Just Around the Corner from Court House
SPECIALIST IN MOTOR TUNEUP, CARBURETOR
AND IGNITION WORK, ALSO
TRANSMISSION AND GENERAL REPAIR.
"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation"
DIAL 623-4434

Ivy League Corduroy Trousers..4.99
Men's Crew Socks
3 Prs. 1.00
SIZES 10 to 16.

KEN-CAR
PH. 623-2341

ACROSS FROM KROGER'S

THE GLYNDON HOTEL
THE FAVORITE MEETING PLACE IN RICHMOND
Rooms include Television, Telephones, Air
Conditioning and Room Service.
DINING ROOM; ALSO FREE PARKING FOR GUESTS

Welcome students and faculty to Richmond's
newest, most modern drug store.
We offer the most complete lines in cosmetics,
notions, cigars and tobacco, magazines, toiletries for
men and women, and of drugs and medications.
FREE DELIVERY:
rtjar
BWJBO^LI DRU

lYfH
U.VM,

HO
BtCHlU-AVC.

DIAL
423-lflO

RICHMOND.
RICMMC

Kr.

BRIEF BAG For
THE COMMUTER

New Students and Old Friends — See Our
Complete Stock!

8CHINB THBATRF. BOOKS
OF HAFHNWSS NOW ON
SALE—Movies at Discount!
S6.00 VALUE FOR $400

VOGUE BEAUTY SALON
Permanent Waving, Manicuring, Frosting.
Alt type beauty service.
1310 W. Irvine
Phone 623-57701

Award Of Merit

WELCOME!
J

Lucky I-D No. 5161

•Service to the Sick"

RlchmoBd, Kjr.

LIEUTENANT JOHN MONTEFUSCO, HISTORY HAJOB, CLASS OF 'ftl

"If I had it to do over again,
would I take Army R. 01C?
My wife and I are la Panama at the moment She likes
it You know, Officers' Club, dances—that sort of thing.
I like it, too. But whether I stay in the Army or not, the
question is: Would I take Army R.O.T.C. if I had it to
do over again? Yes, I certainly would. In spades, I
didn't realize how lucky I was. At the time I figured:
Okay, so 111 get my degree—get an Army commission,
too, and pick up some extra money along the way! I
wasn't the leadership type, I thought I was wrong. Boy,
was I wrong! Looking back on it I wouldn't trade the
leadership training I got for anything! Take my word
for it, leaders are made—not boral Whether I stay in
the Army or not nofcody can take away what I've
learned. And let's face it where can anybody my age
step out of college and walk into a standard of living this
good? Look, if you have already invested two years in
college ROTC, take it from me: Stick it out! It'll be
one of the smartest things yon ever did. I say so."
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